
.50 CALIBER - 209 IGNITION MUZZLELOADER COMBO

Includes Simmons™ 3-9x40 variable power scope, 
base and rings.50 caliber muzzleloading rifle combo

The scoped rifle comes in a PLANO Pro Max™ carrying case
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Delivering a level of consistent, reliable accuracy never before seen in a muzzleloader at this price, the T/C® IMPACT!™ lives up to 
its moniker, “best bang for your buck.˝ The IMPACT!™ combines the challenge of black powder hunting with superior accuracy. 
The break-open design of the IMPACT!™ makes this muzzleloader easy-to-load and easy-to-clean. It’s just as easy to shoot, 
featuring a 1˝ removable spacer that gives shooters of all sizes the power and fun of a muzzleloader with a more comfortable fit. 
The T/C® IMPACT!™ accepts magnum charges of up to 150 grains of FFG black powder, or an equivalent of an approved black 
powder substitute. This combo includes a mounted Simmons™ 3-9x40 variable power scope and a rugged rifle carrying case.

.50 CALIBER - 209 IGNITION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE COMBO

REMOVABLE 1˝
BUTTSTOCK SPACER

BREAK OPEN
SLIDING HOOD DESIGN

High visibility in 
low-light conditions

Easy opening for right 
or left hand shooters

Can be removed quickly
- won’t seize

Perfect for smaller shooters
- room to grow!

TRIPLE LEAD THREAD
BREECH PLUG

ADJUSTABLE
FIBER OPTIC SIGHTS

QUICK LOAD
ACCURIZOR®

Easy, Accurate Loading

Rugged composite stock with recoil pad 
and 1 inch removable spacer 

to accommodate smaller shooters

Comes with mounted Simmons™ 
3-9x40 Variable Scope

Reliable 209 
primer ignition

26˝  precision rifled barrel 
with 1:28 twist rate

Solid aluminun 
ramrod

Built-in QLA® 
Muzzle System

Tip-up barrel with 
sliding hood action

 THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS™ IMPACT!™ MUZZLELOADER  -  SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM # UPC #  FINISH / STOCK CAL. IGNITION BBL 
LENGTH LOP OAL RIFLE 

WEIGHT SCOPE TWIST

10186679 090161048485 Blued w/Composite Stock .50 209 PRIMER 26˝ ADJ. 12 ½ ˝ - 13 ½ “ 41 ½ “ 6 ½  LBS. SIMMONS 3-9x40 1:28˝

Sling swivel studs


